S5 Appendix Further discussion on parameters.
With regard to parameter values, we note that the parameter p which accounts for level of reinfection,
is often considered to lie in the interval (0, 1) which takes into account that primary infection renders
some degree of cross immunity to exogenous reinfection. A value of p ∈ (1, ∞) suggests that initial
TB infection increases the likelihood of active TB [1]. HIV-infected individuals, might be modelled
with p > 1, given they have a compromised immune systems and enhanced susceptibility, as pointed
out by Feng et al. [1]. In the original study by Feng et al. [1] the critical value pc that could
induce backward bifurcation phenomena was pc = 0.30. They demonstrated both numerically and
analytically that if p = 0.4 > pc = 0.3, multiple equilibria could occur when R0 < 1 thus fulfilling
the classical requirement for backward bifurcation. Vinnicky and Fine [2] chose p = 0.4 but they
never explored its role in inducing backward bifurcation. In several other studies such as Lopez [3]
reinfection value was fixed to p = 0.5 while in Gomes et al. [4, 5] the baseline value for p = 0.25.
Feng et al. [1] fixed θ to one with the justification that it will make mathematical analysis possible
otherwise. In the study of [6] the critical value of θ was estimated to be about 5 which is unreasonably
high, but again within the range given by Gomes et al. [5] θ ∈ 3.87[1.61, 7.79]. In their numerical
analysis Wang et al. [6] chose θ = 10 which is large. Except where we use the assumption p = 0, in
the proposed model with recurrent TB, we assume the conservative view that both p, θ ∈ (0, 1).
Regarding biological plausibility, it is observed in the Fig 4, where p = 0.09 > pc = 0.0658, that
σ ∗ θ = 0 ∗ 0 = 0 < q = 0.05 yet there is a backward bifurcation in this biologically plausible range.
Also in Fig 6 we have θ ∗ σ = 0.3 ∗ 0.05 = 0.015 < q = 0.05 which again seems reasonable for the
situation where recovered individuals have partial immunity against reinfection. Note also in Fig 6
again that θ ∗ σ = 0.3 ∗ 0.05 = 0.015 < q = 0.05 in which there is no big difference between θ ∗ σ and
q. The only case where θ ∗ σ is slightly higher than q is where there is assumption that latent TB
individuals are not reinfected (have complete immunity p = 0 - see Eq (18) in the text). In this case
it is found that backward bifurcation will only occur if recurrent TB due to reinfection is significantly
high, i.e θ > θc = 4.98 ≈ 5 (see equation 21 in the text) and σ ∗ θ = 0.2 ∗ 6 = 0.12 which is about
two-fold in comparison to q. While these values for θ are quite high, it is interesting to note that the
θ values that induce backward bifurcations still lie within the estimated range θ ∈ 3.87[1.61, 7.79]
[5].
The choice of per-capita recovery rate parameter r = 2 in Table 1 in the text corresponds to an
average duration of infectiousness of six months i.e r = 1/6 months = 1/0.5year = 2yr− 1, as in the
work of Feng et al. [1], and Gomes et al. [4, 7].
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